Abstract. We prove that hereditarily disconnected countably compact groups are zero-dimensional. This gives a strongly positive answer to a question of Shakhmatov. We show that hereditary or total disconnectedness yields zerodimensionality in various classes of pseudocompact groups.
Introduction
Throughout this paper ail topological groups are assumed to be Hausdorff. For a topological group G the quasi-component q(G) of the neutral element 1 of G is the intersection of all clopen (= closed and open) sets containing 1. We denote by c(G) the connected component of 1 in G and by G the completion of G. The group G is hereditarily disconnected if c(G) = {1} , totally disconnected if q(G) = {1} (i.e., every two points can be separated by a partition), and zero-dimensional if the topology of G has a base of clopen sets [E] . Zero-dimensionality yields total disconnectedness, and total disconnectedness yields hereditary disconnectedness for arbitrary topological spaces. The aim of this paper is to investigate the reverse implications hereditarily disconnected =^» totally disconnected => zero-dimensional which in general fail to be true (see Sierpihski [S] , Knaster and Kuratowski [KK] , and Mazurkiewicz [M] for topological spaces). Erdos [Er] produced the first example of a totally disconnected topological group which is not zero-dimensional (see van Mill [vM] and Ursul [U2] for stronger results), and Ursul [Ul] disproved (1) by means of an appropriate subgroup of R2. On the other hand, for locally compact groups hereditary disconnectedness implies zero-dimensionality (see Fact 2.2). This fact suggests that we restrict our investigation within appropriate classes of compact-like groups. We consider the following generalizations of compactness for a topological group G: precompact (i.e., G is compact), pseudocompact (every continuous function G -» R is bounded), hereditarily pseudocompact (every closed subgroup of G is pseudocompact), countably compact (each open countable cover of G admits a finite subcover), minimal (each continuous isomorphism G -> H is open), totally minimal (each Hausdorff quotient of G is minimal). We remind the reader that each compact group is totally minimal and countably compact (the converse is also true in the abelian case [DShl] ), each countably compact group is hereditarily pseudocompact, and each pseudocompact group is precompact [CRs, Theorem 1.1] . The totally minimal groups are precisely the groups satisfying the open mapping theorem; i.e., each continuous surjective homomorphism G -> H is open [DP] . Prodanov and Stoyanov proved that abelian minimal groups are precompact (for more information on minimal and totally minimal groups see [DPS] , and for the impact of pseudocompactness on minimality see [DShl] and [DSh2] ). Many examples of hereditarily pseudocompact noncountably compact groups can be found in [D4] , where hereditary pseudocompactness is characterized within the class of totally minimal abelian groups. For any precompact group G zerodimensionality of G is equivalent to dim G -0, where dim G denotes the covering Cech-Lebesgue dimension of G [Shi, Corollary 3.4] . Comfort and van Mill [CvM, Corollary 7 .7] disproved (2) for pseudocompact abelian groups and asked if (1) is true for precompact groups. The author answered negatively for the smaller class of pseudocompact abelian groups [DI, Corollary 3.7] and showed that under the assumption 2Wx = 2m the counterexamples can be chosen even totally minimal. This set-theoretical assumption was removed in [D2, Theorem 7] where further evidence was given for the strong failure of (1) even in the class of totally minimal pseudocompact groups. On the other hand, Shakhmatov [Sh2] proved (2) for minimal pseudocompact groups (see Corollary 1.6 below) and asked if (1) holds for countably compact groups:
1.1. Question (Shakhmatov [CHR, Question 3.2A.4] ). Is every hereditarily disconnected, countably compact group totally disconnected?
A positive answer to this question was announced in [D2, Theorem 6 ] (see Corollary 1.3). The main result of the present paper answers positively Question 1.1 by showing that both (1) and (2) hold in the larger class of hereditarily pseudocompact groups.
1.2. Theorem. Let G be a hereditarily pseudocompact group. Then q(G) = c(G) and G/c(G) is zero-dimensional. In particular, every hereditarily disconnected, hereditarily pseudocompact group is zero-dimensional.
In particular, both (1) and (2) are true in the smaller class of countably compact groups. . Let G be a pseudocompact totally disconnected group. Then G admits a coarser zero-dimensional group topology. In particular, a minimal pseudocompact Abelian group G is totally disconnected iff G is zerodimensional. Proof. By the above proposition the intersection of all open normal subgroups of G is trivial; thus, the group topology a on G having as a base of neighborhoods of 1 the family of all open normal subgroups of G is a Hausdorff group topology on G coarser than the one given. If G is minimal, then a coincides with the topology of G. It remains to note that a is zero-dimensional since every open subgroup is closed. □ As already noted, here total disconnectedness cannot be replaced by hereditary disconnectedness even if the group G is totally minimal.
Another proof of Corollary 1.6 is provided by setting q(G) = 1 in the following theorem announced in [D2, Theorem 3].
1.7. Theorem. Let G be a pseudocompact group. Then G/q(G) admits a coarser zero-dimensional group topology. Moreover, for the conditions:
If G is minimal and abelian, then they are all equivalent.
According to Theorem 1.7 (or Corollary 1.6) G/q(G) is zero-dimensional for a totally minimal pseudocompact group G. This should be compared with Theorem 1.2, where a stronger conclusion is obtained with total minimality replaced by hereditary pseudocompactness.
It is not difficult to see that for a topolgical group G c(G) = q(G) whenever G/c(G) is zero-dimensional. Let ip bea class of topological groups closed under taking quotient groups. Then the implication (1) holds in *$ iff the quasi-component and the connected component coincide in each group of ^J. More details concerning the relation between the quasi-component and the connected component of a topological group can be found in [D1-D3] .
The next result is of a different nature-the algebraic structure of the underlying abstract group may imply zero-dimensionality for a pseudocompact group. Recall that a group G is torsion if for every g e G there exists a power with gn = 1 and n ^ 0.
1.8. Theorem. Every torsion pseudocompact group is zero-dimensional.
The proofs of Theorems 1.2, 1.7, and 1.8 are given in §2. Those of 1.2 and 1.8 are based on Proposition 1.5, on an easy zero-dimensionality criterion (2.3), on Theorem 1.7, and on an appropriate "approximation" technique for pseudocompact groups (see 2.4-2.6). In the abelian case Theorem 1.8 follows from [CR, (7.4) ] (see also [DSh3, Theorem 3.9] where the result is announced explicitly). A stronger version of 1.8 can be obtained involving a stronger form of Lemma 2.3, but this will require more algebra (namely, in both 2.3 and 1.8 "torsion" can be replaced by a weaker condition without affecting the proofs; more details can be found in the comments following Lemma 2.3).
Our method does not permit us to treat strongly pseudocompact groups (i.e., pseudocompact groups containing dense countably compact subset). However, Theorem 1.2 permits us to hope that zero-dimensionality of hereditarily disconnected strongly pseudocompact groups can also be expected, so we have, in the spirit of Question 1.1, the following 1.9. Question. Is every strongly pseudocompact, hereditarily disconnected group zero-dimensional?
This was the version of Theorem 1.2 with hereditary pseudocompactness replaced by strong pseudocompactness. One can consider also the following weaker form.
1.10. Question. Is every strongly pseudocompact, totally disconnected group zero-dimensional?
Clearly, "yes" to 1.9 yields "yes" to 1.10 and c(G) = q(G) for every strongly pseudocompact group G.
It is known that quotients of zero-dimensional pseudocompact groups are zero-dimensional [T, Corollary 3] . The counterpart concerning the total disconnectedness may fail in a strong way. In fact, every connected pseudocompact group K is a quotient of a totally disconnected pseudocompact group Kt of the same dimension with w(Kt) = roax{w(K), cox} [D2, Theorem 15; D3, Corollary 4.3] . On the other hand, Theorem 1.2 yields trivially that quotients of hereditarily disconnected, hereditarily pseudocompact group are totally disconnected, even zero-dimensional. This justifies the following 1.11. Question, (a) Is the quotient of a hereditarily disconnected strongly pseudocompact group hereditarily disconnected ? (b) Is the quotient of a totally disconnected strongly pseudocompact group totally disconnected ? (c) Is the quotient of a totally disconnected strongly pseudocompact group hereditarily disconnected ?
Obviously, "yes" to 1.9 yields "yes" to all (a)-(c), while "yes" to 1.10 yields "yes" to (b) and (c).
Proofs of the main results
The notation and terminology follow [HR, DPS, E] (the term "hereditarily disconnected" adopted in [E] seems to be not universally accepted, our choice was determined by the lack of a reasonably compact term for the property "q(G) = 1"). All groups are multiplicative, in particular, the neutral element of a group is always denoted by 1. If X is a subset of a topological group G, then (X) is the smallest subgroup of G that contains X and X is the closure of X. We denote by Z the integers and by R the reals.
The following notion is needed to characterize the pseudocompact groups: a subset Y of topological space X is Gg-dense if Y meets every nonempty (7,5-set of X .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2.1. Fact [CRs, Theorems 1.2 and 4.1]. Let G be a precompact group. Then the following are equivalent: (1) G is pseudocompact; (2) G is Gg-dense in G; and (3) G = pG. [HR, (7.7) , (7.8)]. For every locally compact group G, c(G) = q(G) and G/c(G) is zero-dimensional.
Fact
Concerning the next zero-dimensionality criterion we observe that for a compact group G and a closed normal subgroup L of G, the quotient G/L is metrizable iff the subgroup L is Gs .
2.3. Lemma. Let G be a compact group with connected component C. If for every closed normal Gs-subgroup L of C the quotient C/L is torsion, then G is zero-dimensional. Proof. According to Fact 2.2 it suffices to show that C = 1. Assume that C ^ 1. To get a contradiction, it is enough to provide a metrizable nontorsion quotient of C. By Peter-Weyl's theorem there exist n and a nontrivial continuous homomorphism / : C -► U(n) into the group of n x n unitary matrices [HR, (22.14) ]. Since C is connected, the subgroup f(C) of U(n) is a connected compact Lie group which is clearly metrizable as a subgroup of U(n). Moreover, the compactness of C yields that f(C) is a quotient of G. Since every connected compact Lie group contains a copy of R/Z, the group f(C) is nontorsion. D The reader should have noted that the assumption that G is not zero-dimensional in the above proof produces a quotient f(C) of C with a stronger property than just being nontorsion. It can be shown that the group f(C) contains either a copy of the free group Fc of rank c = 2U or a copy of the free abelian group Z*c) of rank c [D3, Theorem 3.7] . Hence, in the above lemma, as well as in Theorem 1.8, "torsion" can be replaced by the weaker condition "the group contains copies of neither Ft nor Z(c) " (i.e., the group has free-rank less than c).
Proof of Theorem 1.7. The first assertion follows from Proposition 1.5 arguing as in the proof of Corollary 1.6 and taking the quotient topology on G/q(G) with respect to a . It can be obtained also directly from Corollary 1.6. Now assume that G is minimal and abelian. Then according to [DPS, Exer- cise 4.5.15] (c) «=^ (b). □ 2.4. Lemma. Let N be a compact totally disconnected group, C a compact connected metrizable group, and G a dense hereditarily pseudocompact subgroup ofNxC. Then G contains the subgroup {1} x C. Proof. Consider first the case when C is abelian. Then C is monothetic, i.e., there exists y e C such that the cyclic subgroup generated by y is dense in C (see [HR, (25.14) ]). Let p : N x C -> C be the canonical projection. Then p(G) c C is a dense pseudocompact subgroup of the metrizable group C; hence, p(G) is compact [E] . Therefore, p(G) is also closed in C, and consequently p(G) = C. Then there exists x e N such that (x,y) e G. Now (x) is a closed subgroup of N and, thus, compact, totally disconnected, and monothetic. Thus (x) is metrizable (see [HR, (25.16)] ). Hence (x)x(y) is metrizable as well. Then also B = ((x ,y)) is metrizable, so that fin G is metrizable. But BC\G is a closed subgroup of G; hence, it is also pseudocompact; thus, BC\G is compact. Since ((x, y) ) c B n G, this gives B = ((x, y)) c B nG; hence, B C G. Now it is enough to show that {l}xCCB.
By y = p(x, y) e p(B), by the density of (y) in C, and by the continuity of p it follows that C = p(B). Now the compactness of B and the continuity of p yield that p(B) is compact as well; thus, p(B) is closed and consequently C -p(B). Let p': B -> C be the restriction of p on B. We show that (3) C = p'(c(B)).
Clearly p' is surjective, so that p' induces a surjective continuous homomorphism p" : B/c(B) -> C/p'(c(B)) of compact groups. These quotients make sense since the groups B and C are monothetic and, hence, abelian. By Fact 2.2 the group B/c(B) is zero-dimensional. Since quotients of zero-dimensional compact groups are zero-dimensional (see [T, Corollary 3] for pseudocompact groups), it follows that the image C/p'(c(B)) of p" is zero-dimensional. On the other hand, it obviously is connected, as a quotient of the connected group C. This is possible only if the group C/p'(c(B)) is trivial. Thus (3) holds. To check the inclusion {1} x C C B take c e C; then by (3) there exists b e c(B) such that (4) c = p'ib).
Since c(B) c B n ({1} x C), it follows that b = (1, v) for some v eC. Now (4) gives v = c; thus, (I, c) = b e B .
Consider now the general case. Then C is covered by compact connected abelian subgroups (in case C is a Lie group take the maximal tori in C, for the general case see, for example, [My] ). Let x be an element of C, and let Cx be a compact connected abelian subgroup of C containing x . Since C is metrizable, Cx c C is a G^-set. Thus N x Cx C N x C is a closed G^-set. By Fact 2.1 Gi = G n (N x Cx) is a dense subgroup of N x Cx . Moreover, Gi is hereditarly pseudocompact as a closed subgroup of G. It follows from the above proof in the abelian case that 1 x Cx c Gx, so we get (1, x) e Gx c G. This proves the inclusion 1 x C C G. □
In the next lemma we show that general pseudocompact groups can be approximated in a certain sense by pseudocompact groups with additional nice properties. (7) [N,C]CL.
In fact, let n e N and / € C. Then [n, l] e NnC c L by (6) since both N and C are normal subgroups of G, so that n~xl~xn e C and l~xnl e N. In particular, (7) yields [N, L] c L,so that L is a normal subgroup of Gi = NC .
Denote by <p : NC -> NC/L the canonical homomorphism. To establish the isomorphism (5) we identify in the obvious way the quotient groups NL/L and C/L with the subgroups <p(NL) and <p(C) respectively of NC/L equipped with the induced topology. Hence we have to see that NC/L is a direct product of its subgroups cp(NL) and <p(C). To define the algebraic isomorphism (5), we note that after application of <p to the identities Gi = (NL)C and NLnC = L (the second one follows from (6)) we get <p(NL)tp(C) = NC/L and (p(NL) n <p(C) = 1. Moreover, (7) Finally, the density of qiG) in ciG) yields, according to Theorem 1.7 and the equality qiG) = ciG), that G/ciG) is zero-dimensional. □ Proof of Theorem 1.8. Let G be a hereditarily pseudocompact group. Denote by C the connected component of G. Let us see that for each closed normal G^-subgroup L of C the quotient C/L is torsion. By Lemma 2.5 there exists a subgroup Gi of G and a continuous surjective homomorphism of Gi onto the group C/L. Now we observe that the group Gi is torsion as a subgroup of the torsion group G. Hence the quotient group C/L is torsion as well. Now, according to Lemma 2.3 G is zero-dimensional. Therefore, G is zerodimensional as a subspace of a zero-dimensional space [E, 6.2.11] . □
